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The projects in Handy Projects for Boys first appeared in a major collection arranged by the
editors of Popular Mechanics Press in 1913. During this time period, the methods and
techniques used to create these items were just as important to the boys and men building them
as the final projects themselves. They took care with their materials; they were precise and they
labored over the smallest details. To know something was handcrafted was to know it was a
quality piece.Because of the exactitude of the craftsmen's methods in the early 1900s, this
historical and practical text features specific step-by-step instructions and includes many
detailed illustrations for even the smallest or quickest jobs, including:Eskimo snow housesBox
kitesBoomerangsChair sleighsHomemade roller skatesCatapultsCanoesAnd moreMore
important than building the projects inside, this book offers fathers and sons, grandfathers and
grandsons, and even uncles and nephews an opportunity to spend some time together, learn a
bit about history, and produce fully functional pieces.

About the AuthorPopular Mechanics Press published its first magazine, Popular Mechanics, in
January of 1902. Publisher H. H. Windsor self-published the magazine until 1958 when it was
purchased by the Hearst Corporation. It typically featured sections on home, garden,
transportation, recreation, outdoor science, automotives, and technology.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited.                 Pages 10 - 192 are not included in this sample.
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Michelle M., “Great ideas.. This is more for teenagers.”

John Ferguson, “Nice book. Great little reprint, love some of the projects. Mostly the one about
using a shotgun shell and making a dummy launching cannon for kids. Was written long before
people lost their minds and blame things instead of people for the wrongs they do :)”

Forrest James, “Fun stuff to do with my dad!. Cool old projects.”

Flying Bear, “Five Stars. Great little reprint book.”

olesya, “Highly recommend.. Very interesting. Highly recommend.”

The book by Stephen L. Herman has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 44 people have provided feedback.
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